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Good morning. Welcome to this Conservation Applied Research and Development (CARD) Webinar today on Air-to-Water Heat Pumps: A Cold Climate Solution for High-Efficiency Cooling, Space Heating, and Water HeatingThanks so much for joining us today.
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• Attendees in listen-only mode

• Type questions into Q&A box

• Send to “All Panelists”
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• Webinar recorded & archived
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I’d like cover a few housekeeping items before we start:All attendees will be in listen-only mode.We will answer all questions at the end of the presentation, but as questions occur to you, please type them into the Q&A box and send them to “All Panelists.”The Q&A Box can be opened by clicking the ellipse in the lower right of your screen, as indicated on this slide.We will do our best to answer all questions within the time allocated, but if we don’t get to some, we will answer them after the webinar.This webinar is being recorded and will be available on the Department’s website in a few weeks.All registrants of this webinar will be emailed the ppt slides within a couple of weeks of this webinar broadcast. Finally, if you would like closed captions on this webinar, click the “cc” bubble in the lower left of your screen.
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I am Lindsay Anderson, the Utility Energy Conservation Research Planner at the Minnesota Department of Commerce, Division of Energy Resources within the Energy Conservation and Optimization Business Unit. In that role I identify and analyze gaps within utility energy conservation and optimization programs and coordinate and plan research to fill those gaps. The CARD program is a major tool of that work.With me today is Lauren Sweeney, a Principal Energy Planner also within the Energy Conservation and Optimization business unit at the Department of Commerce. Lauren specializes in the regulation of electric and gas utility energy efficiency, load management programs, as well as is the staff lead on the Technical Reference Manual. She is the Department’s project manager of the research that is the subject of today’s webinar.
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Our presenters today are Samantha Hill, Josh Quinnell, and Ranal Tudawe from Center for Energy & Environment.Samantha Hill is a Research Engineer at Center for Energy & Environment where she evaluates and studies innovative technologies to improve residential and commercial building energy efficiencies.Ranal Tudawe is a Research Engineer at Center for Energy & Environment where he studies emerging technologies in building energy efficiency and electrification. His recent work includes the development of several modeling tools and calculators for end-use electrification measures and an investigation of special utility rates for air source heat pumps.Josh Quinnell is a Senior Research Scientist at Center for Energy & Environment with thirteen years research experience in building science. Josh is currently working on heat pumps, building envelopes and the impacts of electrification on the grid. Welcome Samantha, Ranal, and Josh. We look forward to your presentation.



Minnesota Applied Research & Development Fund

State Capitol Image: Courtesy Minnesota Department of Administration  

• Purpose to help Minnesota utilities achieve energy savings goal by:

• Identifying new technologies or strategies to maximize energy savings;

• Improving effectiveness of energy conservation programs;

• Documenting CO2 reductions from energy conservation programs.
Minnesota Statutes §216B.241, Subd. 1e

• Utility may reach its energy savings goal
• Directly through its Energy Conservation and Optimization (ECO) program

• Indirectly through energy codes, appliance standards, behavior, and other market 
transformation programs
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This webinar is one in an ongoing series designed to summarize the results from research projects funded by Minnesota’s Applied Research and Development Fund, which was established in the Next Generation Energy Act of 2007.The purpose of the fund is to help Minnesota utilities achieve their energy savings goal. $2.6 million is set aside annually for the CARD program, which awards research grants in a competitive Request for Proposal process.Results from CARD projects provide utilities with data to enhance energy efficiency program designs within their energy conservation and optimization portfolios. 



CARD RFP Spending by Sector thru FY2020

RFP Summary

• 12 Funding Cycles
• 513 proposals
• 143 projects funded
• $31.2 million in research
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As you can see by the pie chart, CARD projects funded to date have been in all building sectors, as well as some that cross multiple sectors.The subject of today’s webinar is within the Residential sector and the presenters will discuss results from a recent CARD project that characterized available air-to-water heat pump systems, determined the best air to water heat pump system configurations to serve Minnesota residential load priorities, and tested those configurations within field installations in representative applications to measure the energy savings and cost-effectiveness for heating, cooling, and hot water loads.Now, I’ll turn it over to Ranal for today’s presentation.



AIR-TO-WATER HEAT PUMPS

The cold climate solution for high-efficiency cooling, space heating, and water heating

December 19th, 2023
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Thank you very much!Good morning everyone, and thank you for joining us to learn about air-to-water heat pumps, an exciting new product class that could be a cold climate solution for high-efficiency cooling, space heating, and water heating.My name is Ranal Tudawe, and I am joined today by Samantha Hill and Josh QuinnellI will be delivering today’s presentation, and Sam and Josh are in attendance to field questions at the end of the session.Next slide



• What is an Air-to-Water Heat Pump?

• Types of AWHPs

• Field Study Background

• Performance Results

• Energy Savings, Costs, and Payback

• Conclusions, Barriers, and Opportunities

Agenda
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Lets have a quick look at our agenda for the morningAs this is a newer class of heat pump, we’ll start by looking at what defines the technology and how it is different to more familiar heat pump optionsThen we will look at the types of AWHPs available at the moment and their key differencesFrom that we’ll progress on to introducing our field evaluation of these systems with a quick background before looking at results for performance, energy savings, and economicsThen we will close it out by looking at conclusions, barriers, and opportunities before opening up for questions.So without further delay, let’s jump right in!Next slide



What is an Air-to-Water Heat 

Pump?
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First off – what is an air to water heat pumpNext slide



What is an Air-to-Water Heat Pump? cont. 1

AWHPs are air source heat pumps with hydronic distribution.
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Well, unlike with many of the questions we tend to ask in heat pump land, the answer is actually really simple Air to water heat pumps are air source heat pumps with hydronic distributionIn the same way that air-to-air heat pumps are air source heat pumps with air distributionThat’s it. That’s the whole slide.Fundamentally, air-to-water heat pumps still extract heat from the ambient air outside the home, and move that heat into the homeThe only difference is that air-to-air ASHPs use forced air distribution, while air to water heat pumps use, you guessed it, water-based distribution, And they distribute that heat via low-temperature radiant systems like in-floor slabs and fan coils, forced air ducted distribution systems, and even domestic hot water supply in some cases.Let’s have a look at what this looks like as a simple schematic on this next slide



What is an Air-to-Water Heat Pump? cont. 2

A Typical ASHP
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Here we have a typical air-to-air ASHP at its coreThe refrigerant loop here is shown in yellowIt has an outdoor unit with a refrigerant to air heat exchanger, expansion device, and compressor.Indoors, the cycle is completed by another refrigerant to air heat exchanger that releases the heat into air distribution systems like ductwork when in heating modeNow lets take a mental snapshot of this diagram before we look at how much of this changes with an air to water system on the next slide



What is an Air-to-Water Heat Pump? cont. 3

A Typical AWHP
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So this is a typical AWHP, which you’ll remember is still an ASHPImmediately, you’ll notice the refrigerant loop on the left looks almost identical to what we saw beforeThe only difference is that, instead of releasing heat to air distribution systems, the refrigerant transfers that heat to a water loop, that then interfaces with hydronic distribution systems like in-floor radiant heating.The refrigerant-to-water heat exchanger can be either indoors or outdoors, as we’ll see when we look at the types of systems on the market in the next section of this presentation. 



Hydronic Distribution: Pros and Cons

• Potential benefits vs forced-air:

• Higher distribution efficiency

• Lower supply temperatures 

possible for certain emitters

• Diverse emitter configurations

• Zone control

• DHW load integration

• Thermal storage integration

• Potential disadvantages:

• Additional heat exchanger(s)

• Cold climates require antifreeze 

• Antifreeze reduces heat transfer 

efficiency 

• Retrofit challenges may vary
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But first, lets touch on the pros and cons of using hydronic distributionThere are many reasons you might want to pair an ASHP with a hydronic distribution loop For one, the heat capacity of water is way higher than airIt can hold more than 3,500 times as much energy as the same volume of air, and that means you don’t have to spend so much energy moving it around for the same heat output. Modern hydronic emitters are also compatible with lower supply temperatures, and these include radiant flooring. Reducing supply temp requirements can in turn improve the efficiency of the heat pump cycleIn addition to this, AWHPs can provide a ton of flexibility, with diverse emitter configurations, zone control, and even potential for integration with DHW and thermal energy storage Potential disadvantages to this include the addition of a refrigerant to water heat exchanger, like we saw in our schematics, a new source of potential inefficiencyAnd one that is pretty relevant to our climate is the need for sufficient protection against the hydronic lines freezing and burstingThis is not new to hydronic systems, but it is not a consideration with traditional ASHPs that just use refrigerant and air.The addition of antifreeze like glycol reduces the heat transfer efficiency of the hydronic fluid, and the sites we monitored included the addition of between 25 and 50 percent glycol to the water loop.This is of particular concern with in-floor radiant heating, where, as you might imagine, contractors and homeowners are rightfully cautious to avoid freezing and bursting within the slab.This isn’t always needed, however, as systems without hydronic lines outside the envelope or in unconditioned space wouldn’t have a risk of freezing, but contractors and homeowners may still elect to add antifreeze for peace of mind, as was the case in our installs.And finally, hydronic distribution may pose some site-specific challenges in retrofit scenariosThis includes retrofitting homes with higher-temperature distribution systems like high-mass cast iron radiators that are designed for supply temperatures that are much higher than can be achieved with a heat pump.With that, lets turn the page to our next section, where we’ll look at the types of AWHPs on the market.



Types of AWHPs



Types of AWHPs cont.

• Dozens of models and configurations are 

available for virtually any Minnesota 

residential application.

• Just like ASHPs, AWHPs primarily 

function as space heating systems, and 

many also provide cooling.

• When not in heating or cooling, some 

AWHPs can also provide domestic hot 

water (DHW) service.
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Despite being a relatively new type of product in our market, there are already dozens of models and configurations that are available at the moment, including the manufacturers that you see here on the rightand more have continued to reach the market since we did our market scanning effort at the beginning of this project in 2021. Part of this is due to how well established AWHPs are as a product category in Europe and AsiaMany products now available in this market are associated with European manufacturers and products designed for international marketsJust like other ASHPs, AWHPs function mainly as space heating systems, though many also provide cooling, and some can even provide domestic hot water heating, including one that we installed in our field study, but we’ll talk more about that laterNext slide



AWHP Configurations
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Here are some examples of AWHP products from Arctic, SpacePak, and Electro Industries There are two main AWHP configurations, which we call either monobloc or split systems.In a monobloc system, the refrigerant-to-water heat exchanger is in the outdoor unit, or ODU, and what you get is all the important bits packaged in a single, kinda large box outside the home, and hydronic fluid crossing the envelope  In a split configuration, the refrigerant to hydronic heat exchanger is inside the home, and refrigerant crosses the building envelope. The indoor heat exchanger is packaged with other system components in what we call the indoor unit, or IDU, which is the smaller box in that middle picture. The split type AWHP has an additional subcategory that we call “third party split”This is an AWHP system that is sold as an IDU-only solution, much like a traditional electric boiler, but that is designed to interface with a traditional third-party air source heat pump as the outdoor unitSo that image on the right just shows the IDU, and you would pair that with your favorite non-communicating outdoor unit.In our market scanning effort, we shortlisted 47 systems that were potential candidates for field installations, 34 of which were monoblocs, which is the dominant configuration in the European marketA further 8 products were third-party split systems, and 5 were matched split units like the SpacePak system we see hereAdditionally, 44 of the 47 were able to provide cooling in addition to heating, and 35 products explicitly note hot water integration as well.Okay, that was a lot of words all at onceSo let’s look at another schematic on this next slide that should clarify the differences between these system types 



AWHP Configurations cont.

Monobloc Split
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This is a schematic of a monobloc, split, and third-party split systemNow there’s a lot going on here, so let’s start at the outdoor unit for each of these and then move downwardsStarting at the monobloc ODU, the hydronic loop is what crosses the building envelope with the dashed line, going downwards from the outdoors to the indoorsOnce indoors, there is no additional heat exchanger, but there may be an optional indoor unit that packages controls and other system components together for ease of install. There is then an in-line auxiliary electric boiler that serves as a backup heating system that can supplement the heating provided by the heat pump if neededThis is then connected to whatever emitters are present in the home, be it a radiative floor, low-temperature radiators, fan coils, or a hydronic coil for forced air heating.This is also where domestic hot water comes into play, as the system may supply pre-heating to a DHW tank as an additional output to the IDUNow lets look at the proprietary split systemThis is essentially identical except for two key pointsThe refrigerant line is what crosses the envelope this time as you can see in yellow, and there is certainly an indoor unit containing the refrigerant to hydronic heat exchangerIn a proprietary system, the IDU and ODU are a package deal and are sold together in a sort of matched system like the SpacePak unit in our last slideIn what we call a third party split system, the ODU can be any compatible air source heat pump outdoor unit, which works fine for this type of system because the refrigerant to hydronic heat exchanger is in the IDU and is therefore external to the outdoor unit. The benefit of a monobloc is that the ODU is pre-charged with refrigerant and therefore does not require refrigerant work at time of installation, whereas the split system will be charged with refrigerant on site. We should also note that, even though monoblocs are the only system with hydronic fluid traveling outside the envelope, the split systems may still include some glycol added to the hydronic lines if there is a risk of freezing in unconditioned space.Next slide



Field Study Background
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Now we know a bit about how these systems work, let’s look at how we evaluated them in our field studyNext slide



AWHP in MN: A Brand-New Technology?

• Air source heat pumps are growing in MN

• Previous research demonstrates cold climate, variable speed ASHPs work in MN’s 

climate (IECC zones 6 & 7) but may need auxiliary heat

• Natural gas remains the dominant heating fuel

• AWHPs currently have almost no market share in MN

• Hydronic heating is mostly found in two types of single-family MN homes:

• SF homes built around 1900-1920s with panel radiators

• SF homes built since 2000 with in-floor heat
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Air to water heat pumps are relatively new to MinnesotaASHPs are getting less new each and every day, but still represent a small (but growing) fraction of the residential HVAC market in the state. But we are still dominated by natural gas as the most common heating fuel. So AWHPs are just the newest iteration of an already relatively new technology. And so, as you might expect, they currently have almost no market share in Minnesota. That’s not to say there isn’t a home for AWHPs, we certainly have a significant number of hydronically heated homes in our state that could benefit from a high efficiency option. But they form sort of two camps on average, Where we have a lot of Single-Family homes built in the early 20th century with panel radiators. We also have a notable contingent of SF homes built since 2000 with infloor radiant heat. And that is just focusing on single family, not multifamily applications. Next slide



Case Study Scope: AWHPs in MN

• Goal: Characterize available AWHP systems and 

identify best AWHP configurations to serve cold 

climate MN homes

• Scope: Field monitor four single-family homes 

retrofit with AWHPs to evaluate energy 

savings, costs, and performance

• Timeline: Installations occurred late 2021 to early 

2022 and monitoring lasted through summer 

2023. 
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To keep things simple, single family homes were the focus of our field study. Our goal was to characterize AWHP systems applicable to single family homes in MN and suitable for our climate. To do this, we field monitored 4 AWHP systems retrofit into 4 single family homes to measure their performance. You can see roughly where these four sites were on the map on the leftThree of the 4 participating homes lie at the boundary of IECC climate zone 6 and 7, and the southernmost site is in zone 6Our project oversaw AWHP retrofits which occurred from late 2021 to early 2022 and we monitored the sites through this summer, 2023.Next slide



Field Study Site Summary

• Sites 1 & 2: Third Party Split with in-floor heat

• Site 4: Monobloc with in-floor heat and hydronic coil on air handler

• Site 3: Monobloc with in-floor heat, hydronic coil, and domestic hot water (DHW) 
preheating tank

• Retrofit installations displacing pre-existing electric boilers

• Installed systems include electric resistance auxiliary boilers

• Aux boiler is downstream of HP: they can operate simultaneously

• Pre-existing thermostats initially left in place

• Primary emitter is pre-existing in-slab concrete floor heat

• This emitter can deliver majority of heating load at supply temperatures < 110°F

• Older MN homes’ panel radiators are undersized for a drop-in AWHP supply temps
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This field project installed two third party split AWHPs and two monobloc systems. The split systems were paired simply with radiant floor heating, with no cooling or DHW capability.The monoblocs were paired with radiant floor heating and a central hydronic coil on pre existing air handlers that allows them to provide heating and cooling. One monobloc site was also configured to support DHW by heating a DHW preheating tank. All installations replaced existing electric boilers and essentially kept the balance of system components in place. The primary emitter for all homes was the radiant floor, which is compatible with AWHP supply temperatures and we had concerns about retrofitting high temperature panel radiators that could be undersized for the lower supply temperatures that come with a heat pump retrofitNext slide



Field Site System Information

Site City Home 

Area (sq. 

ft.)

Stories AWHP Model(s) Emitters Auxiliary Heat

1 Foley 3,200 1 NorAire EBH-5-020 

and 5-ton Bosch 

BOVA ODU

In-floor heat Electric resistance 

auxiliary boiler, 

woodstove

2 Garfield 2,600 1 NorAire EBH-5-020 

and 5-ton Bosch 

BOVA ODU

In-floor heat Electric resistance 

auxiliary boiler, propane 

fireplace

3 Faribault 2,600 1 + 

walkout

Enertech Advantage 

EAV060 with IDU and 

Turbomax indirect 

water heater

Lower level: In-floor heat

Upper level: central forced 

AH with hydronic coil 

DHW: AWHP fed preheater

Electric resistance 

auxiliary boiler, propane 

furnace

4 Garfield 4,000 1 + 

finished 

basement

Enertech Advantage 

EAV060 with IDU

Lower level: In-floor heat

Upper level: central forced 

air with hydronic coil

Electric resistance 

auxiliary boiler, propane 

furnace, two propane 

fireplaces
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Here’s a table of details for these sites and systemsSite 1 was in Foley, site 2 in Garfield, site 3 in Faribault, and site 4 was quite close to site 2, also in GarfieldThe two split systems were NorAire third-party split units paired with a 5-ton Bosch BOVA non-communicating ASHP outdoor unit Site 1 had infloor heating as its primary emitter, as did site 2Both sites also had an auxiliary electric resistance boiler included as part of the IDU package from Electro IndustriesSite 1 also had a woodstove in the main living areaAnd likewise, site 2 had a propane fireplaceThe two monobloc systems are Enertech Advantage 5-ton units that come with an accompanying IDU that integrates controls and auxiliary heat into a single boxBoth sites added forced air heating and cooling via a hydronic coil above the furnace and air handler combo, but only site 3 was hooked up to a TurboMax indirect DHW pre-heating tankThis site also retained their existing water heater as a backup for when the AWHP is prioritizing heating and cooling Site 3 had in-floor heat supplying the lower level, while the upper level was solely heated by a central furnace and air handler that interfaces with the heat pump via a hydronic coilThey also retained their old propane furnace for backupSite 4 was very similar, though the home also had two propane fireplacesNow lets look at some pictures on the next slide



Third Party Split AWHP

Floor slab heat

Indoor Unit Outdoor Unit
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Here’s what a split system looks like. Both of these images are from site 2 in Garfield.The ODU is literally a commercially available ASHP compressor unit, in this case a Bosch BOVA outdoor unit shown in the right picture If you weren’t sure about AWHPs just being ASHPs, I hope this puts you at ease a bitBecause if I only showed you the image on the right with no context, you wouldn’t be able to tell whether this is an air-to-air system or an air-to-water system. The IDU on the left is the NorAire unit that simplifies connections to that of a boiler and is produced by a well-known boiler manufacturer in Minnesota, Electro Industries. You can also see some of the existing connections to the home’s in-floor hydronic system here, with the hydronic manifold mounted just below the IDU in the left image with tubing going straight into the slab from thereNext slide



Monobloc AWHP

Floor slab heat
Hydronic coil + AHU
DHW preheat tank

Indoor Unit

DHW Preheat Tank

Outdoor Unit

Thermostats
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Here’s the Enertech monobloc system as installed at site 3 in Faribault.While not a defining feature of a monobloc system, this Enertech unit did have an IDU which included some additional components like a hydronic pump and expansion tank as well as system controls. It’s a bit hard to see, but the IDU is the glowing rectangle on the left side of the let image. In this image, it’s been opened up so we get a look at its insides, graciously illuminated by that work lampBeside the IDU you can see more hydronic manifolds, some going straight into the slab for nearby loops, and others travelling upwards to get to their heated garageThe tank on the far left is their existing tank hot water heater, and on the right is the new TurboMax DHW indirect preheating tank.The image is taken standing in front of the furnace and hydronic coil, and you can see some ductwork at the top of the photoOne thing to notice about monoblocs is that their ODUs can be pretty big in comparison to other heat pump systems just because they contain more components, like the refrigerant to hydronic heat exchanger.That may be a factor to consider in siting the ODU outside the home as well.There’s a picture of me on the right standing beside the ODU. For reference, I like to think I’m about 6 feet tall on a good daySo that unit is about the size of a comfy Manhattan studioNext slide



Performance Results
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Now lets get to the meat and potatoes: our performance resultsNext slide



Heat Load – Split Systems, Daily

Hollow circles 
correspond to 
winter 1 with no 
controls 
adjustments.

Solid circles 
correspond to 
winter 2, where 
controls were 
adjusted to reduce 
aux heat usage.
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Displayed is daily data for average heat delivered in Btu/hr on the y axis plotted vs outside air temperature on the x axis for sites 1 and 2Here, the black data is output delivered from the heat pump, and the red is from the boiler. We’ll see this same data wrapped up in a cleaner diagram on the next slide, but what I want to call out here is the boiler data year one vs year twoWe found that, out of the box, controls were not necessarily optimized to reduce boiler usage in mild temperatures. And this is most evident at site 2, where we’ve marked data using the default controls settings with hollow red circles from the aux boiler and the filled circles show data from after we modified the controls settings to better prioritize the HP. As you can see, that drastically reduced the boiler usage above 0F. Next slide



Heat Load – Split Systems, Binned

Binned data shown only for the second winter, after controls adjustments
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Here is the same data from the second winter only, binned by OAT and including only data from after the controls adjustmentsWe found that these systems performed very similarly to their air-to-air cousins with an auxiliary back up heat source. The key point here is that they are able to displace a majority of the home’s heating load through the year.Moving from right to left on each plot, we can see more clearly that the boiler begins to seamlessly make up for the shortcomings of the AWHP as it starts to lose capacity in cold weatherAnother point to note is that the Bosch compressors at these sites are rated to -4 degrees, which is why you’ll start to see a dropoff at that point.Next slide



Heat Load – Monobloc Systems, Daily

Hollow circles 

correspond to 

thermostat in  

emergency heat 

mode.

Solid circles 

correspond to 

normal operation.
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This is the same plot, this time for the two monobloc systemsThe heat pump is in navy, the boiler is still in red, and this time we also have propane forced air heat delivered in tealAgain, we will see binned data on the next slide, but here we’re looking at the hollow teal circles vs the filled teal circles for nowSite 4 had an extended period of time for which the upstairs thermostat controlling the propane system was placed in emergency heat mode, meaning that this thermostat never called for the AWHP while the manufacturer worked to troubleshoot system issues at this siteUnfortunately, about half of the monitored heating season was affected by thisNext slide



Heat Load – Monobloc Systems, Binned

Binned data shown only for days where the AWHP was fully operational
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Now lets look at binned data again, this time only for days where the heat pump was fully operational and the thermostat was not in emergency heating mode We see another smooth transition in colder weather where the boiler and propane integrate themselves seamlessly to make up for the capacity limitations of the heat pumpAt site 4, this doesn’t occur until a very low temperature of about -5F, but note that much of the data from the previous slide has been filtered away as those points were affected by the emergency heat settingUnlike the split systems, these heat pumps did not have a minimum temperature of -4, and so we can see they operated well below zeroNext slide



AWHPs Increase System Heating Efficiency

sCOP = 1.70 to 2.00

sCOP = 1.35
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Next lets look at the achieved system COPs, averaged by day, and displayed vs daily average ambient temperature on the x axis. The plot on the left is the daily data, which is then further averaged into two clean profiles, one for the monobloc and one for the split system, displayed on the rightOn average, the system COPs are a significant improvement over electric resistance or propane heating alone, which always have COPs of less than 1. Site 3 had the best average daily system performance, as the only site that did not have a major controls modification related to auxiliary heat use during the study. Comparatively, site 4’s average COP between 10°F and 50°F was substantially reduced by regular propane usage, which has been filtered out for these diagrams.This is also the reason why there are so few red dots on the left.The third-party split systems at sites 1 and 2 proved less efficient than either monobloc system below about 30°F, but their average performance exceeded that of the monobloc at site 4 above 30°F. As expected, daily COPs across the board were best in the warmest weatherThe reason they drop so sharply above this point is simply because there was very little heating load at those temperatures, resulting in very low daily COPs due to the effects of standby energyBelow 0°F, all systems’ COPs fell toward that of the auxiliary heat sources. As the heat pumps were used less and less.The monobloc systems were able to maintain COPs above 1 to slightly colder temperatures than the third-party split, which had a higher ODU lockout temperatureThe seasonal COP for the split system was 1.35, and was between 1.7 and 2 for the monoblocNext slide



AWHPs May Increase System Cooling Efficiency

Avg. COP = 1.54

Avg. COP = 1.35

Avg. COP = 2.61

Avg. COP = 1.79

COP does not 

include latent 

loads 

(dehumidification)
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Now one thing we haven’t talked about yet is coolingHere we have two charts, one for each of the monobloc sites, which are the only sites with coolingBoth charts show cooling performance curves, with daily cooling COP on the y axis and OAT on the x axisNote that these COPs do not include latent loads, and so are based on sensible cooling onlySite 3 has quite a few days with 0 or nearly 0 COPThese data points are typically days where there is both heating and cooling, which cancel out to produce very small daily cooling COPsThere are also some days here where there was very little cooling delivered, even if there was no heating that daySite 3’s data are split into hollow points for when DHW was enabled, and filled points with no DHW capability on those daysA big takeaway from here is that the system having to switch between cooling mode and heating for DHW pre-heating has a clear cooling energy penalty, at least at the daily levelOn average, the calculated COP at site 3 above 70 degrees is 1.54 with no DHW or 1.35 with DHW enabledNote that the configuration of these systems does not allow the unit to dump heat from cooling mode into the DHWThat might be one way to improve efficiency, but it would require significant system modificationsSite 4 didn’t have these penalties, but we still have two distinct efficiency regimes in this chart, with filled circles from summer 1 and hollow circles from summer 2The average cooling COP from summer 1 was 2.61, compared to 1.79 in summer 2This was tied to multiple adjustments being made by the manufacturer and installer ranging from tweaking target supply temps to combining in-floor loops and removing the external hydronic separator. These adjustments were primarily driven by heating performance but had an adverse effect on cooling season as a result.AWHPs may increase cooling efficiency if they can operate to their potential, but such issues may make cooling savings unlikelyNext slide



AWHPs Can Integrate Domestic Hot Water

Avg. COP = 2.7

DHW load 

displacement 

is a function of 

AWHP’s 

seasonal 

excess 

capacity
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Finally, lets look at DHW heating performance from site 3After the scatter plots we’ve just seen, it’s a welcome change that these are nice clean profiles to look atOn the left, we have a chart for the average fraction of DHW load supplied by the heat pump plotted vs outside air temperatureOn the right, we have the average daily DHW heating COP for the overall system in navy, and for the heat pump alone in teal, also plotted against daily average OAT.Note that this particular site had about 2 x the average DHW load for SF homes in MN Here, the DHW COP accounts for only the periods of time where the system was actively heating the DHW. It does not include standby losses or all losses from reverting back to cooling mode in the summer. Instead, it is more representative of the average COP for all DHW preheating cycles that occur in a day. The average daily DHW preheating cycle COP measured was 2.7, though higher COPs were measured in warm weather above 70°F, as you can see in the COP chart on the rightThe left chart shows the fraction of DHW heating provided by the AWHPBecause of the unusually large DHW load at this site, we can say the average residential customer might expect an AWHP sized for space heating to be able to supply up to 100% of the DHW load for daily temperatures ranging from approximately 20 to 80F. Beyond these temperatures, an auxiliary DHW heater likely remains necessary. Recall that this system only provides DHW heating when it is not responding to space conditioning callsSo DHW was always treated as a secondary priorityThis explains the clear peak on the lefthand plot, as the ability for the system to provide water heating is the inverse of the combination of heating and cooling loadsSo we get less water heating when it’s really cold, and less when it’s really warm outBut for a good band in between, we can displace a sizeable chunk of the DHW load at this home with an abnormally large need for water heatingNext slide



Energy Savings, Costs, and 

Payback
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Now we’ve seen how these systems performed during our studyKnowing that, we can report how these affected the residents’ energy needs, and just as importantly how they affected their pocketslet’s talk energy savings, costs, and payback from these systems starting with this next slide



Energy Savings - Heating

• Energy used for space heating decreases by 27 to 50% and ranged between 16,100 and 25,100 kWh/yr

• The higher specification Enertech AWHP at sites 3 and 4 led to considerably more energy savings than the 
NorAire unit at sites 1 and 2 
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Here we have heating energy usage in kWh from all four sites when comparing the AWHP to the baseline systemRecall that the seasonal COP was 1.35 for the NorAire split system at sites 1 and 2 and up to 2.0 for the Enertech monobloc in sites 3 and 4So the higher spec for those monobloc systems do yield higher performanceOverall, we feel this is quite a good outcome, where energy savings are between 27% and 50%, or between 16,000 and 25,000 kWh per yearA notable takeaway here is that this is in line with our expectations for cold climate ASHPs in Minnesota, which we’ll loosely define as inverter-driven products that are capable of operating well below freezing.Next slide



Energy Savings – DHW

• The monobloc AWHP at site 3 functioned as 
a DHW pre-heater when not supplying space 
heating or cooling.

• The AWHP displaced just under 30% of the 
domestic hot water load of 9,500 kWh to 
yield an annual savings of 4,100 kWh or 
40%. 

• This site has very large DHW loads, double 
that of the typical home.
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Here are the energy savings associated with DHWWhile this looks good as well, there are a few caveats hereAs we mentioned earlier, the system at site 3 only provided DHW when it was not responding to a space conditioning call, so DHW pre-heating was not prioritizedThis home also had an abnormally large need for water heating, about double the typical single-family home in our stateStill, the AWHP displaced just under 30% of the load and produced an annual energy savings of about 40% or 4,100 kWhWhile the large absolute savings are attributable to the high load, it is likely that percentage savings will be larger at sites with more moderate hot water consumption. Next slide



Costs and Payback

Site AWHP System
Total Install 

Costs

Incremental 

Cost ($)

Cost Savings 

($/yr)

Payback 

Period (yr)

1
NorAire 5-Ton Third-Party 

Split w/ Bosch BOVA ODU
$18,784 $12,784 $571 22

2
NorAire 5-Ton Third-Party 

Split w/ Bosch BOVA ODU
$14,945 $8,945 $453 20

3 Enertech 5-Ton Monobloc $41,160 $28,760 $1,450 20

4 Enertech 5-Ton Monobloc $39,985 $28,585 $995 29
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Here are estimates for costs and paybackThe heating-only NorAire systems were the cheaper of the two systems to install with total upfront costs of about 15 and 19 thousand dollarsCompared to the baseline electric boiler replacement of $6,000, these installations have a payback period of about 22 and 20 yearsThe Enertech AWHP systems that meet heating, cooling, and domestic hot water loads have both upfront capital and labor costs being significantly higherThe incremental costs you see here for these are with reference to both a boiler and air conditioner outside unit.The larger savings at site 3 are due to the space heating savings plus an additional $289/yr from the displaced hot water loadWhile payback periods are close to or exceeding equipment lifetimes for these sites, it can be expected that incremental costs will decrease as the product class matures, more products become available, and installers gain familiarity with these systemsWe also expect overall system performance to improve over time as products continue to be developed and optimized, lowering operating costs as wellWe’ve seen significant performance gains from early air-to-air ASHPs compared to modern products, and there’s no reason not to expect them with air to water systems as well. Next slide



Conclusions, Barriers, and 

Opportunities
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Finally, let’s talk about conclusions, barriers, and opportunitiesNext slide



Key Takeaways

• Air-to-water heat pumps are air source heat 
pumps.

• They are available now and can yield 
significant energy and bill savings supplying 
space heating and domestic hot water 
heating.

• Incremental costs are expected to decrease 
as the product class matures.

• Similarly, systems will continue to be improved 
and optimized over time.

Heating Energy 

Savings

DHW Energy 

Savings

Bill Savings

Compared to electric resistance unit

Compared to electric resistance or 

propane unit
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So just to reiterate: Air-to-water heat pumps are air source heat pumps, but they just differ in their distribution mediumWhile relatively new to American markets, they are well established solutions for hydronically heated homes internationallyDozens of models and configurations are currently available and can fit virtually any residential application in Minnesota homes.The systems we observed brought space heating energy savings of 6,300 to 17,300 kWh per year, or about 27% to 50% in predicted heating energy savings in similar applicationsThe site with domestic hot water heating supplied by the heat pump saw 30% of their DHW needs supplied by the high-efficiency AWHP, yielding energy savings of 40% that will likely be higher at the average homeBill savings ranged from $450 to $1,400 per year, or between 27% and 53%, and while the payback period is at or beyond equipment life, upfront costs are only expected to decrease as this product segment maturesSimilarly, we could expect further improvements in system design, construction, and controls optimization to potentially yield greater operating savings through performance gains, as we’ve seen with traditional air-to-air heat pump systems.Next slide



Barriers & Opportunities

• High-temperature emitters like cast iron radiators and older baseboard 

units may struggle to supply sufficient heating capacity.

• Like with any new technology, there exist significant market barriers.

• The flexibility of AWHP systems can add complexity compared to traditional 

ASHP installations.

• The largest opportunity is in retrofits and new homes featuring low-

temperature emitters.
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Now let’s go over some barriers and opportunities As we mentioned at the top of the presentation, high-temperature emitters like cast iron radiators and older baseboard units may struggle to supply sufficient heating capacity, especially in cold weather. More detailed load and design calculations are required in such retrofit scenarios to ensure the AWHP will be able to provide the necessary heating load with lower supply temperatures.As AWHPs are a new technology to this market, barriers like limited workforce experience and a lack of standard rating methodologies will hinder adoptionAlthough they are like other ASHP systems, the flexibility of air-to-water systems to work in many system configurations poses additional complexity and often requires more design work than boilers or air-to-air alternatives.AWHPs have current opportunities in retrofit or new construction homes that feature low temperature emitters, such as radiant slabs or panel emitters. And additional opportunities for applications will develop alongside familiarity with the technology.Next slide



Recommendations

• AWHPs should be treated like other ASHPs and similar program design 

strategies for overcoming barriers should be replicated for AWHPs.

• Stakeholders should advocate for standardized ratings 

• Existing qualified product lists can be used for existing ASHP programs

• AWHPs should be promoted where cold climate ASHPs are beneficial but 

impractical due to hydronic distribution. 
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And here are some recommendations from our project teamAWHPs carry benefits that are similar to or surpass other types of ASHPs, and they should be treated just like other ASHPs, because they are by definition a subcategory of ASHP technologyWe should therefore align with existing ECO models and programs, and existing strategies for overcoming ASHP market barriers should be replicated for AWHPs. Stakeholders should advocate for standardized ratings for AWHP systems and can use established qualified product listings to make AWHP systems compatible with existing ASHP programsThis type of strategy is employed by Efficiency Vermont with their QPL, and is adopted by MassSAVE and Otter Tail Power as well.And AWHPs should be promoted as potential customer solutions in any instance where a cold climate ASHP is determined to be beneficial but impractical to implement because of existing hydronic infrastructure.Next slide



Future Work

• Workforce development, program development, and standardization

• Performance evaluation with other emitters

• Controls optimization

• Improving cooling performance

• Simplifying system design

• Thermal energy storage

• Retrofits with high-temperature hydronic systems
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The primary achievement of this work was capturing a snapshot of the state of the AWHP market in Minnesota and demonstrating that they are available today and can deliver annual energy savings for both space conditioning and hot water heating in retrofit scenariosBut further work is required to realize the full potential of the technology in MinnesotaMuch of this work is related to market development, like workforce development, program development, and standardizationAs we mentioned earlier, similar strategies that were employed for ASHPs can and should be applied to air to water systems as wellAnd while QPLs are a current solution, advocating for ratings and standards will help with program and incentive design moving forwardAnd they will help customers and other stakeholders compare air to water options on level ground with competing system types that publish widely used ratingsSome research work also remainsThis includes clarifying the performance of these systems with different emitter types that are not included in this studyControls optimization is another key area for future research, as this was something that we grappled with through the duration of this studyOptimizing controls out of the box can go a long way toward increasing seasonal performance from these systemsAnother key topic would be improving cooling performance, where there is a balance to be struck between making heating season adjustments that might sacrifice cooling efficiency, and the effect of switching between cooling and heating for DHW supply. While it was not possible with these systems, potentially dumping extracted heat from cooling mode into the DHW tank could improve how these two modes interact with each otherWhile these systems are capable of doing a great many things with a lot of flexibility, this does come at the expense of system simplicity. Complex systems are expensive, harder to install and optimize, and could be more prone to failure while also being harder to troubleshootThe integration of thermal energy storage with air to water systems is another promising direction for future research, where advanced storage options or even simple buffer tanks could yield extended performance gainsAnd finally retrofits with high-temperature hydronic systems. This would include high temperature emitters like high mass radiators that may see inadequate heat delivery when used with lower supply temperature systemsFurther research into retrofitting these systems to homes with existing high-temperature distribution will help understand these limitations and the necessary additional design work required to remedy this issue.For our team, one thing we will be focused on is continuing our monitoring work on the monobloc at site 3 through this heating seasonSome balance of system adjustments were made earlier this spring, and we’d like to understand the effects of those adjustments through a complete season of heating.While these results will not be in the report, they will be published on the CEE website once they are available, so stay tuned for those results.Taking a longer view, monobloc air to water systems are increasingly marketed as a key technology for meeting tightening refrigerant regulations because they don’t require charging on install and do not have refrigerant lines within the building envelope. Reducing the risk of refrigerant leaks is also a bonus, as refrigerants can have a global warming potential that is thousands of times that of the equivalent mass of CO2.With the refrigerant safely pre-charged and tucked away in the outdoor unit, monoblocs are also candidates for low-GWP refrigerants that can be hazardous and flammablePerhaps one day, they may even become the default type of ASHP, but who knows what the future holds.And with that I thank you all very much!I think we’ll open for questions with this next slide of our million dollar smiles



Questions?
Air-to-Water Heat Pumps: A Cold Climate Solution for High-

Efficiency Cooling, Space Heating, and Water Heating

Send us your questions using the Q&A panel

Samantha Hill, Ph.D.
shill@mncee.org

Ranal Tudawe
rtudawe@mncee.org

Josh Quinnell, Ph.D.

jquinnell@mncee.org

mailto:shill@mncee.org
mailto:rtudawe@mncee.org
mailto:jquinnell@mncee.org
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Thanks for your great presentation!If you have not already done so, please type any additional questions into the Q&A panel and send them to  us.Lauren, do you have any questions for Samantha, Josh or Ranal? ************************************Thanks again for your presentation and to Lauren for facilitating the Q&A. If you have follow-up questions about this CARD project, feel free to contact us.



CARD Project Result Dissemination

• Reports, webinars, fact Sheets, guidelines & tools available online under 
“Resources” 

• Website is currently under construction 
• Final webinar recording and report typically available within a month

https://mn.gov/commerce/energy/industry-government/cip/applied-research-development/
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The slide set will be emailed to all webinar registrants within a couple weeks. The recording of this webinar and slide set will be available on the Department’s website along with the final report typically within a month. When available, you can link to either of these from the quick links on our Applied Research and Development webpage as indicated on this slide. The Department’s R&D web page has additional resources and information related to the CARD program and to CARD research projects which you can check out by going to the website address noted on this slide.The Department’s website recently underwent a major change and is continuing to undergo improvements. This webpage will look somewhat different soon. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns related to accessing CARD research posted here. 



Thanks for Participating!

1/2/2024 mn.gov/commerce 44

Upcoming CARD Webinars:

• Feb 20, 2024: LHB - Field Study of Phase Change Material (PCM) Use For Passive Thermal 
Regulation

Commerce Division of Energy Resources e-mail list sign-up

Lindsay Anderson| Utility Energy Conservation Research Planner
lindsay.anderson@state.mn.us| 651-539-1771

https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/MNCOMM/subscriber/new?topic_id=MNCOMM_41
mailto:lindsay.anderson@state.mn.us
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Thanks for participating today! We appreciate your interest in CARD projects.I want to take a minute to mention an upcoming CARD webinar:February 20, 2024, LHB and Slipstream will present on results of a commercial field study of phase change materials for passive thermal regulationTo keep abreast of upcoming CARD webinars as they are scheduled, and other news related to the Minnesota’s Energy Conservation and Optimization program sign up for CIP updates through our email list.  You can use the link on this slide to do that.In the meantime, contact me if you have questions or suggestions for the CARD program or CARD webinars.



Let us know how we did today!

Your Feedback Matters

7/20/23 mn.gov/commerce 45
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There will be a short evaluation that launches after this webinar. Please take a few minutes to fill it out and let us know how we did.Thanks for participating today! That ends this webinar - take care and good bye. 
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